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Hi CR
I am the blind man that talked to you a time ago. I bought two of your books SAP
[Super Approach Power] and SSP [Super Seduction Power]. I Read SSP and I am
reading SAP.
I think the information in the books are good.
I need some help with the principals in SAP. I find it hard as a blind man to physically
find the woman to talk too. Because you don't always know if the person beside you is a
woman or man.
Also I tried the bar thing also, it is too much noise .
I think there is a lot of visual signals going on that I can't see. So, can you give some
strategies to put the ball more in my field.
Thank you, I feel with your help I can make this work.

Hey [Tim]
How do strike up regular conversations with people?
Take the same approach...
In other words, it's all about getting comfortable with starting the conversation.
As far as not knowing if the person is a man or female... it's absolutely no different than
not knowing if a woman is in a relationship or single...
You're not going to know until you start talking.
To me, your biggest limitation is the same as anyone who struggles with
meeting women and that is taking action...
First you have to get good at finding places where available women are... and the
answer to that is everywhere imaginable...
They're at the gym, the Bookstore, at your place of employment, bars, gas stations,
grocery stores, parking Lots, retail stores, parks, convenient stores, car shops (in the
waiting area), car shops (women working on cars), your neighborhood, malls.. the list
goes on...
I met my wife at a pet store buying feeder fish for my piranhas. (20 goldfish for $1)
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So step one is never going to be "Where do I find available women?"
Step one is really about understanding that women are everywhere. And statistically
some of them will be in loving relationships... and that's ok... and you won't know that
until you starting talking to them...
And if she decides to be loyal (to her man) despite your excessively charming
attempts... that's ok...
In fact, it's pretty cool that we live in a world where there's a certain percentage of
women who will be faithful...
The latest stats say 2% are faithful.
Just joking...
At any rate, step 2 is going to be getting comfortable with having a stimulating
conversation...
It's the best approach...
Then you can start sprinkling stuff that builds your sexual value (even more) and stuff
that increases sexual tension.
Be a good listener.
Inspirer her (if needed)
Congratulate her.
Be enjoyable to be around.
Then it's sprinkle-time!
(Don't say it aloud though, because it doesn't sound too manly.)
But the idea is to...
Lean how to walk first.... then learn how to run.
Lean how to talk first.... then learn how to sing...or give great speeches or freestyle...
Learn how to start the conversation... then learn how have a great stimulating
conversations... learn start applying all the stuff you learned in SAP...
Much Success!
CR
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Hey CR,
I am fairly sure that a lot of my anxieties come from always hiding my feelings and my
attitude as to what it is to be a "man", My fears of what people will think of me (weak, if I
show emotion), and my fears of how my wife will react to me if I misstep. I am not
afraid to argue with my wife or share my weaknesses or dreams but I am very
reluctant to do what is necessary to create SV.
There is one thing you told me before and one thing the therapist told me before and
that is to "Step Out of My Comfort Zone".
How do you do that?
Especially, with regards to creating tension to build SV?
I will tell you my biggest hang-ups and see what you think. Based on past observations,
I can totally see how the competition thing works in the female brain. Without a doubt,
my wife was highly sexual towards me when I had female friends and they used to call
me. I could tell she viewed these girls as a threat (I only realized this in retrospect after
reading your material - You're good!). Now, I am married, no real female friends I
maintain contact with and I primarily spend all of my time at work (no females) and
home. We are always together during the weekends so there are no real
opportunities to engage in conversations with other women (I kind of feel the answer
coming but I wanted your advice).
So, if I told a story about a woman showing interest in me it wouldn't be believable.
(Obviously, it sounds like I need to create some time away from my wife). The other
problems: how do I justify talking intimately with other women to whom I am not
married to generate stories (my preferred method)?
And, I have a hang-up about not inventing stories. How do I overcome this? (Have you
ever met those guys that totally fabricate stories and you have no respect for them.
They are always very entertaining and fun to be around but you can't help but to mock
them. I picture myself being that kind of guy if I fabricate stories).
Best Regards,
[Adam]

For the most part, you either have a "taking action" problem or a "strategy" problem...
As far as stepping outside of your comfort zone (taking action), I have studied this area
a lot.
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In fact, I'm fascinated by the concept.
As far as a good method for doing it.
There's two parts:
Part 1: Training your mind.
I would say closing your eyes and visualizing (seeing yourself in the situation having
success....and believing that it's possible....and doing that over and over again.)
It's kind of weird for me to say/suggest because anytime I read about "visualization
techniques", I'm put off. I think it has to do with how some people exaggerate what's
possible with it or some additional stuff that doesn't make sense.
Scientifically, you actually build new neural connections.
Part 2: Having a game plan.
You can do some sort of "visualization tactic" to perfection. For the most part, it's going
to be limited.
It has to be combined with a "sensible game plan".
For example: Let's say a shy guy who is afraid to walk up to a woman obviously needs to
step outside of his comfort zone, but taking the "just do it" approach, doesn't quite work
for most people...
Even if he started to feel more comfortable about doing it, he still needs a game plan.
He needs to know strategies for starting the conversation,
He needs to know strategies for maintaining the conversation,
He needs to know strategies for getting her number.
Stuff like that.
He needs specifics. Do THIS. Then do THAT.
And part of the game plan is mental...
.....changing how you see women (it's more beneficial if you convinced yourself that
they're nice, tender, down to earth, like to have fun, etc. THEN if you believed they are
stuck up, bitchy, all of them are in relationships...thinking that it's a hard process to get
a woman to say 'Wow. He seems like a cool down to earth guy that I wouldn't mind
getting to know more'.....just CHANGING how you perceive women (in general).
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So that's my take.
Moving out of your comfort zone start with:
(1) imagining yourself in that situation - doing it - having success - realizing that it's not
a big deal - WHATEVER IT IS - having fun with it - knowing that whatever the outcome,
you still get to learn - the world doesn't blow up.
(2) having a sensible game plan - come up with SOMETHING - do it - see if it works tweak it - scrap it if necessary - come up with a new game plan to try it - knowing ahead
of time what you plan is
As far as not being able to use 'other females' as a means to build tension, that's fine.
That's the reason why I created the report 77 Ways to Build Sexual Tension - to show
that you're not limited to one way.
With that said, you could still use that method in creative ways even though you're not
in contact with women.
Thanks CR,
Sometimes you can get caught in your mind spinning things in so many directions that
you need the relief of someone else's perspective (especially someone who has had
success). I am reluctant to talk to other guys about this because the advice is so bad.
But, it is humorous. My favorite was: if your wife is not putting out you should "wack off"
on her back every night until she gets tired of cleaning up the mess every morning. I
still admire his balls (if it is true) but I can't help but to laugh at his actions.
Thanks Again,
[Adam]
Hilarious! The funny thing I've been hearing about a lot of bad advice from people lately
- including 'experts'.
One guy said, if your wife isn't in the mood, she needs to take herb1 and herb2.
He said it with all the confidence in the world.
As if one of the herbs contains a mineral that reacts with the part of her brain that
controls how sexually desirable the guy appears to her.
It's almost like the world is slow-to-acknowledge that 'perception of desirability' is an
actual factor...
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We'll living in the age of the Magic Pill.
It's almost weird.
As if when a woman gets horny, she'll sleep with any guy (bums - crackheads - those
900lb guys who spend all day in their beds - creepy magicians - etc)
In terms of getting your partner to crave sex more often, the whole "cumming on her
back" technique as means to show her how sexually appealing you really are could be
the worst advice I've heard about in a long time! LOL.!
Take care
-CR

Hey CR,
My lady and I split up 6 months ago. I was unsure about us after 4 years together,
because I felt disconnected from her. She was devastated, but we decided to be
friends.
After 3 weeks of being friends and spending almost every day together closer than
ever, (no sex, but talking, warmth, intimacy, a real tension for sex, but she was in a lot
of pain, I wasn't yet) I approach her to get back together.
She says no.
I am DEVASTATED now. I've spent the past 5 months on a roller coaster ride. She still
spends time with me, we are close, it has escalated a bit, but never to making love, only
a couple kisses. She's confused, she's distant. My heart is smashed into a million
pieces now.
I could handle it for a while, this closeness, then total distance and coldness.
But recently it's been too much. Too many ups and downs, and I'm capsizing.
I know we split up because our connection was lessening and our sex, while a couple
times a week and always good, it was rarely GREAT. And strangely, at the very end, I
started to be more like an animal around her. We made love and I was the most
aggressive I've ever been and it scared me. I felt like I had tapped into a part of me that
was going to bring chaos to my life.
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Anyway, this is where I am now. We see each other a lot, but I've lost my Mojo around
her. And I am athletic, handsome, actor, in touch with his emotions, and sought after
by just about every woman I've ever approached.
But I've lost her, and I can't seem to get her back. I don't think she trusts me, so she
won't let herself be touched by me emotionally. I've made her laugh and seduced her in
the past 5 months, and been close to drawing her back into bed, where I think she
could release all the anger she has for me.
We are hanging by a thread her and I. I feel like I need to play games to get her back.
And I judge that in me. But I know that telling her how much I love her isn't doing shit
for me.
I need a hand man.
I love this woman, she is my best friend, but I have lost her. And I fear I'm poisoning any
chance I have at rekindling things by being around her now. I need my mojo back, it
seems to leave me as soon as she enters the room, and I have a lot of it usually.
What do I do?
But I refuse to be dis-empowered. I also refuse to mistreat her.
I guess that's the one thing I haven't done. Is be cold to her. She's been cut off and
cold to me, why can't I be to her. Why must I be open, keep this wound open?
It's fucked.
Any advice you might have, or further literature, would be a life raft CR. I feel like there
is no other case like mine in the world, but that is probably not the case at all.
But man, it's tough right now.
I can be the most confident guy in the world sometimes! Yesterday I flirted with 4
different women in an afternoon. I don't want to go into any details, but it was the best.
Then I see her in the evening, and boom my lungs empty.
Your opinion on this would be really appreciated.
Thanks so much,
[Nick]
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Hey Nick
I’ll help you out man..
As far as getting back with her, you should be able to do that...
B/c based on what you said, it seems like 'the holdback' is an objection...In other words,
it's not like a sexual value thing.
So much of getting her back, is going to be a result of how much you understand her
and her perspective...specifically how she perceives you, everything that took place and
any potential objections...
Start with figuring that out and refer to the info in Red Bubbles [GetHerBackFast.com]

CR
Prompt reply, so good of you man
Irony, all my guy friends come to me for advice as women have always been drawn to
me, the best women and now I’m in a shit heap
Humbling.
Part of me wants to just cut her loose, and go on to one of many others.
But in 4 years, she's got my heart we just had some pieces missing that I think are
fixable.
We agreed on a stop word, should sex get too aggressive.
I know she is afraid of physical violence because of a childhood experience so I was
never as rough with her as I would have liked.
I think she thinks I only want her now 'cause I can't have her and I’m the one that said,
"something had to change" in our relationship.
I’m trying to see through my cloud of pain and feeling of loss without puffing up and
being a prick to her.
But at the same time, I can't let myself be dis-empowered around her it's this delicate
balance sometimes I’m full enough to flirt with her and make her laugh tease her.
But she's not receptive like most women.
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It took me 4 months to seduce her away from her boyfriend she protects her heart like
no other woman I’ve ever met.
ahhhhhh
Sometimes I think it's just too much work, that I would married her when I had the
chance if I really wanted to but then I know the mind plays tricks.
Right now, my strategy is to keep a bit of distance with us interact with her when my
life energy and charisma is high although that hasn't really worked either my 43 year
old woman friend told me that if I do that, I’m still competing with her for her and that's
what split us up, me wanting more of a chase, more interaction.
I can't be sure CR.
Sometimes it feels like I gotta leave this one up to the stars for a while it's consuming
so much of my daily energy, bordering on unhealthy.
Amazing how at the drop of a hat I can be so attractive to one woman, in the same
room!, then completely shunned by my former lover.
Thanks for writing man. From what I’ve read, your stuff seems to be the most truthful,
most on I have to head out now
Talk again!
[Nick]
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CR,
First off I want to thank you for how awesome your book is!
Its skyrocketed my confidence to where its never been before. I've slowly but surely
integrated some of your techniques in to my daily routine and its worked wonders.
There are many different situations in Super Seduction Power that I can relate to, but I
also feel like I'm in a situation that hasn't been covered and I'm not too sure how to go
about it.
I was dating this girl during the summer, we actually had a GREAT relationship, I was
always happy around her, she was happy around me, I ended up taking her virginity, sex
was amazing...
BUT
She was leaving for college at the end of the summer, which is across the state, about
4 and a half hours away. We both agreed to let things go, as hard as that was for the
both of us.
Unfortunately, its been 2 months since I've seen her and I still miss her like crazy, I've
been trying to give her space because I'm sure she's busy with school, meeting new
friends and dancing at games (yes she's a dancer :))
I feel like its just hard to make her miss me when she has tons and tons of new friends
to go hang out with and have fun, rather than wonder about what I'm doing.
Also I'm planning on going over there to visit for Halloween weekend, I'm not going just
for her, I have quite a few friends that go to that school. I'm just wondering on how I
should go about seeing her? What I should do when we meet up? If I should try and
regain our relationship? Wait things out till she comes home? etc etc.
Any help would be greatly appreciated,
Thanks,
Trevor M.

What's up Trevor
I'm glad to hear that you are getting success. As far as how should you go about seeing
her and all of that... that depends on how she feels about the situation.
It's possible that she's missing you just as much (if not more)...
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It's also possible that she has completely moved on (which doesn't mean you did
anything wrong)...
She's either going to be closer to one of those mindsets. Some people may say you
shouldn't try to maintain a long distance relationship, but life is about going after what
you want... so you have to decide ...and as long as you understand the dynamics of what
you're up against (the pros and cons), then go for it if that's what you really want...
The first step is figuring out how much she misses you.. (because your game plan is
going to be based on that key piece of information)
Have you been in contact with her? If not, call her and try to feel her out to get an idea.
If she appears to really miss you (and I mean she TRULY MISSES YOU A LOT!)(which is
not the same as the courtesy response "Wow! I really miss you") then do everything
that you planned to do.
Possibly surprise her (which of course, is the last thing you want to do if she has kind of
moved on).
Basically you just need to show up and+ be yourself + navigate her tension.
Doing more than what's necessary (in a situation like this) is going to fizzle everything
out.
If she appears to have moved on, then you want to mutually prepare a meeting (no
surprises)(it should have the feel of two friends hanging out or it should feel like a date
with someone you're just getting to know).
Then once you're in her presence (in this non-pressure friendly environment), then you
can start working your magic (projecting charisma/confidence, sv tactics, reminding
her of fun times, etc.)...
Since you know her, you have an advantage.
Take care
CR,
I really appreciate the quick response. Referring back to how she feels about the
situation, I believe she misses me too, we've talked quite a few times while she's been
gone. But there have been times where I cant tell and she'll be extremely hard to read.
There has been one home sick moment she had about a month ago where she texted
me saying "I miss you, like I've been trying to move on and have a good time, but I
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cant..." along with "I just want you to be here right now, I just want to cry lol". Which
honestly made me feel great cause I was feeling the same way.
The tough part about the whole situation is, we've slowly and slowly been talking less
often and I'm not too sure if that's a sign of her moving on or not. I'm totally not trying
to be clingy or needy (that's how her last relationship ended) I've been giving her the
space she needs, the waiting around part is not easy on me.
All in all, I'm just trying to get a professionals insight. When we do meet up, should go
about the situation as friends and then work my magic that I've learned from your
book?
Or just play it off as if we never left and make it seem like we're living in the good ol'
times again? I know there might not be clear cut answer, and I know there are a lot of
grey areas with this, it's just a little tough trying to deal with this by myself.
Thanks again,
Trevor M.

Ok. Based on that, I would just assume that she misses you more than it appears.
Although it may feel like she's not thinking about you as much, chances are nothing has
changed.
I think you should play it off like nothing ever changed. Leverage the existing emotional
attachment she has with you & being in your presence.
-CR
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Section II: Cool Tips
The section is sponsored by Female Backwipes & The new over-shoulder back
scrubber (engineering by Carrot Top | exclusively at Target)
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Tip #1: The reasons why women have sex.
In the previous issue [http://superpowermedia.com/issue018.pdf], it was advised
that you create 4 lists.
Brainstorm. Have fun with it. For example:
SV Methods

ST Methods

1. Getting in shape
2. Improving your appearance
3. Projecting more confidence
4. Being fun to be around
5. _________________________
6. _________________________
7. _________________________
8. _________________________
9. _________________________
10. ________________________

1. Giving her a compliment
2. Making her feel sexy
3. Back rub / caressing
4. ________________________
5. _________________________
6. _________________________
7. _________________________
8. _________________________
9. _________________________
10. ________________________

Anti-SV Methods

Anti-ST Methods

1. Being Lazy
2. Being a complainer
3. Having a defeated attitude
4. Being angry and miserable
5. _________________________
6. _________________________
7. _________________________
8. _________________________
9. _________________________
10. ________________________

1. Talking about sex too much
2. Being selfish
3. Talking about inappropriate things at intimate
moments
4. ________________________
5. _________________________
6. _________________________
7. _________________________
8. _________________________
9. _________________________
10. ________________________

(If you own SSP, you should be able to fill out over
20 things.)

Now, you should create a list of reasons why women have sex (based on their reasons).
You see when you build sexual tension (in a way that creates an urge to have sex), the
woman gets horny, she starts doing stuff to you, and it's pretty obvious what she
wants. This is what I call an urge-based craving because it's physical sensation. It's an
itch.
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However, there are reason-based cravings, too.
For example, a woman drags her innocent male co-worker into a dark conference
room, locks the door with the lights out. Blows him silly. They have a "quickie". After
cleaning up, and fixing their clothes, they rush back into the office area with blank
papers in their hand (pretending to be in work-mode) refusing to make eye contact with
each other.
The guy sits down at his desk and writes down on a post-it note:
Remember to wear the new cologne again for tomorrow.
However, that wasn't the reason.
In fact, he never built any sexual tension. In fact, she wasn't technically horny. Her
desire to screw him was based on finding out their her husband has been cheating on
her. And she wanted to secretly pay him back.
Revenge-Sex.!
It's like a psychological itch. She feels like a piece of shit because of what her husband
has done. And in an attempt to feel valued, she gets revenge.
As you can see, it's based on a reason. It was a reason-based craving!
And the urge is still strong! (Have you ever been an abused victim of revenge sex? If so,
then you know that the urge is strong.)
The cool thing is there are many REASONS why a woman would have sex with a guy.
There are the reasons they give and then there's the real reason.
Sometimes they know the real reason.
Sometimes they don't know the real reason.
Either way, the reason she gives (meaning - this is what she believes) is still important
(and very useful information).
Much of the reports I create are based on Urge Tactics (She's physically aroused) and
Reason Tactics (She's intensely driven by a reason). Both are acceptable. Both are fun.
Here's a list of Reasons Women Have Sex (according to David M. Buss and Cindy. M.
Meston.
I discovered this 'paper' about a month ago. And the cool thing is supports stuff I've
been talking about for years. (even though it lists the reason - and not the 'method' a
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sequence of steps that lead to one -- or more -- of these reason.
Take a look.
You can download the original paper here:
http://homepage.psy.utexas.edu/homepage/Group/BussLAB/pdffiles/why%20humans%20have%2
0sex%202007.pdf

237 Reasons Why Women Have Sex
1. I was ”in the heat of the moment.”
2. It just happened.
3. I was bored.
4. It just seemed like ”the thing to do.”
5. Someone dared me.
6. I desired emotional closeness “(i.e.,” intimacy).
7. I wanted to feel closer to God.
8. I wanted to gain acceptance from my friends.
9. It’s “exciting,” adventurous.
10. I wanted to make up after a fight.
11. I wanted to get rid of aggression.
12. I was under the influence of drugs.
13. I wanted to have something to tell my friends.
14. I wanted to express my love for the person.
15. I wanted to experience the physical pleasure.
16. I wanted to show my affection to the person.
17. I felt like I owed it to the person.
18. I was attracted to the person.
19. I was sexually aroused and wanted the release.
20. My friends were having sex and I wanted to fit in.
21. It feels good.
22. My partner kept insisting.
23. The person was famous and I wanted to be able to say I had sex with him/her.
24. I was physically forced to.
25. I was verbally coerced into it.
26. I wanted the person to love me.
27. I wanted to have a child.
28. I wanted to make someone else jealous.
29. I wanted to have more sex than my friends.
30. I was married and you’re supposed to.
31. I was tired of being a virgin.
32. I was ”horny.”
33. I wanted to feel loved.
34. I was feeling lonely.
35. Everyone else was having sex.
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36. I wanted the attention.
37. It was easier to ”go all the way” than to stop.
38. I wanted to ensure the relationship was ”committed.”
39. I was competing with someone else to ”get the person.”
40. I wanted to ”gain control” of the person.
41. I was curious about what the person was like in bed.
42. I was curious about sex.
43. I wanted to feel attractive.
44. I wanted to please my partner.
45. I wanted to display submission.
46. I wanted to release anxiety/stress.
47. I didn’t know how to say ”no.”
48. I felt like it was my duty.
49. I wanted to end the relationship.
50 My friends pressured me into it.
51. I wanted the adventure/excitement.
52. I wanted the experience.
53. I felt obligated to.
54. It’s fun.
55. I wanted to get even with someone “(i.e.,” get revenge).
56. I wanted to be popular.
57. It would get me gifts.
58. I wanted to act out a fantasy.
59. I hadn’t had sex for a while.
60. The person was ”available.”
61. I didn’t want to ”lose” the person.
62. I thought it would help ”trap” a new partner.
63. I wanted to make someone else jealous.
64. I felt sorry for the person.
65. I wanted to feel powerful.
66. I wanted to ”possess” the person.
67. I wanted to release tension.
68. I wanted to feel good about myself.
69. I was slumming.
70. I felt rebellious.
71. I wanted to intensify my relationship.
72. It seemed like the natural next step.
73. I wanted to be nice.
74. I wanted to feel connected to the person.
75. I wanted to feel young.
76. I wanted to manipulate him/her into doing something for me.
77. I wanted him/her to stop bugging me about sex.
78. I wanted to hurt/humiliate the person.
79. I wanted the person to feel good about themselves.
80. I didn’t want to disappoint the person.
81. I was trying to ”get over” an earlier person/relationship.
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82. I wanted to reaffirm my sexual orientation.
83. I wanted to try out new sexual techniques or positions.
84. I felt guilty.
85. My hormones were out of control.
86. It was the only way my partner would spend time with me.
87. It became a habit.
88. I wanted to keep my partner happy.
89. I had no self-control.
90. I wanted to communicate at a deeper level.
91. I was afraid my partner would have an affair if I didn’t have sex with him/her.
92. I was curious about my sexual abilities.
93. I wanted a ”spiritual” experience.
94. It was just part of the relationship ”routine”.
95. I wanted to lose my inhibitions.
96. I got ”carried away.”
97. I needed another ”notch on my belt.”
98. The person demanded that I have sex with him/her.
99. The opportunity presented itself.
100. I wanted to see what it would be like to have sex while stoned “(e.g.,” on marijuana
or some other drug).
101. It’s considered ”taboo” by society.
102. I wanted to increase the number of sex partners I had experienced.
103. The person was too ”hot” (sexy) to resist.
104. I thought it would relax me.
105. I thought it would make me feel healthy.
106. I wanted to experiment with new experiences.
107. I wanted to see what it would be like to have sex with another person.
108. I thought it would help me to fall asleep.
109. I could brag to other people about my sexual experience.
110. It would allow me to ”get sex out of my system” so that I could focus on other
things.
111. I wanted to decrease my partner’s desire to have sex with someone else.
112. It would damage my reputation if I said ”no.”
113. The person was too physically attractive to resist.
114. I wanted to celebrate something.
115. I was seduced.
116. I wanted to make the person feel better about themselves.
117. I wanted to increase the emotional bond by having sex.
118. I wanted to see whether sex with a different partner would feel different or better.
119. I was mad at my “partner,” so I had sex with someone else.
120. I wanted to fulfill a previous promise to my partner.
121. It was expected of me.
122. I wanted to keep my partner from straying.
123. I wanted the pure pleasure.
124. I wanted to dominate the other person.
125. I wanted to make a conquest.
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126. I’m addicted to sex.
127. It was a favor to someone.
128. I wanted to be used or degraded.
129. Someone offered me money to do it.
130. I was drunk.
131. It seemed like good exercise.
132. I was pressured into doing it.
133. The person offered to give me drugs for doing it.
134. I was frustrated and needed relief.
135. It was a romantic setting.
136. I felt insecure.
137. My regular partner is “boring,” so I had sex with someone else.
138. I was on the ”rebound” from another relationship.
139. I wanted to boost my self-esteem.
140. I wanted to get my partner to stay with me.
141. Because of a bet.
142. It was a special occasion.
143. I wanted to get a special favor from someone.
144. I wanted to get back at my partner for having cheated on me.
145. I wanted to enhance my reputation.
146. I wanted to keep warm.
147. I wanted to punish myself.
148. I wanted to break up a rival’s relationship by having sex with his/her partner.
149. I wanted to stop my partners’ nagging.
150. I wanted to impress friends.
151. I wanted to achieve an orgasm.
152. I wanted to brag to my friends about my conquests.
153. I wanted to improve my sexual skills.
154. I wanted to get a job.
155. I wanted to get a raise.
156. I wanted to get a promotion.
157. I wanted to satisfy a compulsion.
158. I wanted to make money.
159. I wanted to keep my partner satisfied.
160. I wanted to change the topic of conversation.
161. I wanted to get out of doing something.
162. I wanted to test my compatibility with a new partner.
163. I wanted to get a partner to express love.
164. I wanted to put the passion back into my relationship.
165. I wanted to prevent a breakup.
166. I wanted to become one with another person.
167. I wanted to get a favor from someone.
168. I wanted to breakup my relationship.
169. I wanted to give someone else a sexually transmitted disease “(e.g.,” “herpes,”
AIDS).
170. I wanted to breakup another’s relationship.
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171. I wanted to avoid hurting someone’s feelings.
172. I wanted to make myself feel better about myself.
173. I wanted to get rid of a headache.
174. I was afraid to say ”no” due to the possibility of physical harm.
175. I wanted to keep my partner from straying.
176. I wanted to burn calories.
177. I wanted to even the score with a cheating partner.
178. I wanted to hurt an enemy.
179. I wanted to feel older.
180. I wanted to raise my self-esteem.
181. It was an initiation rite to a club or organization.
182. I wanted to become more focused on work – sexual thoughts are distracting.
183. I wanted to say ”I’ve missed you.”
184. I wanted to celebrate a birthday or anniversary or special occasion.
185. I wanted to say ”I’m sorry.”
186. I wanted to return a favor.
187. I wanted to say ”Thank you.”
188. I wanted to welcome someone home.
189. I wanted to say ”goodbye.”
190. I wanted to defy my parents.
191. I wanted to relieve menstrual cramps.
192. I wanted to relieve ”blue balls.”
193. I wanted to get the most out of life.
194. I wanted to feel feminine.
195. I wanted to feel masculine.
196. I am a sex addict.
197. I wanted to see what all the fuss is about.
198. I thought it would boost my social status.
199. The person had a lot of money.
200. The person’s physical appearance turned me on.
201. The person was a good dancer.
202. Someone had told me that this person was good in bed.
203. The person had beautiful eyes.
204. The person made me feel sexy.
205. An erotic movie had turned me on.
206. The person had taken me out for an expensive dinner.
207. The person was a good kisser.
208. The person had bought me jewelry.
209. The person had a great sense of humor.
210. The person seemed self-confident.
211. The person really desired me.
212. The person was really desired by others.
213. I wanted to gain access to that person’s friend.
214. I felt jealous.
215. The person flattered me.
216. I wanted to see if I could get the other person into bed.
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217. The person had a desirable body.
218. I had not had sex in a long time.
219. The person smelled nice.
220. The person had an attractive face.
221. I saw the person naked and could not resist.
222. I was turned on by the sexual conversation.
223. The person was intelligent.
224. The person caressed me.
225. The person wore revealing clothes.
226. The person had too much to drink and I was able to take advantage of them.
227. I knew the person was usually ”out of my league.”
228. The person was mysterious.
229. I realized I was in love.
230. I wanted to forget about my problems.
231. I wanted to reproduce.
232. I wanted to feel loved.
233. I wanted my partner to notice me.
234. I wanted to help my partner forget about their problems.
235. I wanted to lift my partner’s spirits.
236. I wanted to submit to my partner.
237. I wanted to make my partner feel powerful.
You should read that list 10 times!
...................................
Remember becoming a master at getting women horny is based on:
Mindset Stuff (realizing that you can be better that what you are now - realizing that it's easy to
become better - realizing that it's fun - visualizing - getting comfortable with the process)
Game Plan Stuff (Do THAT. Do THIS - Getting a game plan - taking the time to learn about your
partner [or the Target Woman] - keeping it simple - learning new stuff - improving your game plan when something works, write it down)
...................................

Buy a $1.00 notebook.
And write out a strategy. Even if it's based on a bunch of crazy ideas. Just get
comfortable with the idea of writing out a strategy. Then start doing them. Make notes
about what happened. Create a new strategy (based on these reasons. Based on your
SV, Anti-SV, ST, Anti-ST Lists. Based on something that has worked for you before.)
Note: If you want a short-cut you can sneak through the pages of my strategy guide (package deal
of GHH Reports) at
http://superpowermedia.com/ghh-super-pack2.html
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If you don't want it or need it, it's not necessary (just being honest). As long as you have
some sort of 'sensible plan' for creating seduction tactics that you can have fun with.
The above package is really like a 'time-warping' super short-cut, because it would take
the average guy about 15 years (and over 22 blank notebooks filled with secret
strategies) to come up with the equivalent to all the massive amount of tactics found in
all of those reports.
Again, either way write out something in your notebooks (or Microsoft Word file). Refer
to these reasons. Ask her about times when she got really turned on. Decode them.
Look for patterns. Is she consistently driven by one or two reasons on the list!
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Tip #2: Learn from everyone.
Even if you got the package deal (referenced in the previous tip), took notes, got
success, recorded your success and so on, there's still a massive amount of
undiscovered ways to get your woman turned on that you don't know about.
Always realize there's more you can learn.
There's nothing worse than a know-it-all-guy who thinks there's nothing more he can
learn.
It's sad.
I've been studying this stuff like crazy for years, and I just discovered something really \
powerful yesterday. What does that tell you?
In fact.....the other night I had some healthy adult fun with my wife and it was based on
something I learned from a customer. (Just in case you're nosey: If you have a copy of
GHH Volume 2,...I'm referring to the Lazy Technique)
The point is, that lesson (that I learned) wouldn't have taken place if I just PRETENDED
to know everything....
So this tip is all about learning from others....
You see, the know-it-all-guys actually are more concerned with projecting that image....it
requires a lot of work....
There're constantly dismissing sensible information.....which are like Golden
Opportunities for growth.... for people like you and I....
As a core rule...just make it a point to DEEPLY BELIEVE that you can learn from
anymore....which means you have get in the habit of respecting people....that way you
can respect their outlook...
When you deeply respect yourself (and others) ...not to sound like a personified
fortune cookie message, but you end learning life-changing information from other
people. This allows you to be more helpful, compassionate, etc.
So talk to friends, other guys, co-workers about a time when their wife was really
turned on. In other words, learn from other people.
You: Let me ask you something. Isn't it weird how sometimes a
woman can not be in the mood....
and then another time she's horny as hell?
Him: Yeah.
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You: You noticed that?
Him: Last week, my wife was really horny. She was [censored] and
[censored] and then she [censored] me....TWICE!!!!
You: What caused it? What happened earlier that day? [keep asking
questions to reverse-engineer what he did accidently.]
Him: I did blah blah blah...and then blah blah...earlier that day
we blah blah blah'ed....

...................................
You're going to end up learning brilliant seduction tactics that you can use over and
over and over again. (for the rest of your life!)
You could write it in your notebook!
Because if you're using that one tip to get YOUR GIRLFRIEND (or wife) turned on, then
it could be worth over $900! (to you)...
Does that make sense?
Take care
- CR James

crjames.com
crjames100@gmail.com
Creator of the new package deal:
http://superpowermedia.com/ghh-super-pack2.html
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